November 14th 2011: Our friend MYRIAM ARDILA TORRES finished her trip on this world...this incident hurt our hearts. She was the image of SELPER, its engine, its ideologist and its benefactor in difficult times. She always worthily represented the association nationally and internationally, currently as a member of the International SELPER Board and as a Regional Representative at the ISPRS association where she was the delegate of the Financial Committee for the period 2008-2012.

SELPER wants to pay tribute to Myriam trough this webpage because it is proud to have had the assistance of someone like her, with an exceptional human and professional qualities and a big knowledge on Remote Sensing and Geographic Information Systems as well. Also she was an exemplary member of the Colombian Society and a suitable educator who share her knowledge and philosophy of life, to everyone that were lucky to meet her.

In the same way that Myriam successfully assumed the whole challenges in her personal, academic and scientific life ... SELPER will take the challenge to continue her dream, that is: "The work manifested 28 years ago by its founders ... this service from our perspective, this contribution to the development of our society from a particular point of view, but very important ... “ so we will keep on working in honor of the memory of MYRIAM ARDILA TORRES, because her light will continue on, forever.
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